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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to construct two source 
units for use in the teaching of junior business training. 
The units, Money and Banking and Accumulating savings, 
were prepared in accordance·,W;i.th the method set forth by 
Roy o. Billettl in his Fundamentals ot. Secondary School 
Teaching. 
dUstification of the Problem 
One of the purposes of junior business training is 
to ac~uaint the student with the business activities that 
exist in our modern environment. :S:owever, a knowledge of 
these business activities is o~ little value unless it is 
integrated with a knowledge of the other essentials that 
lead toward the. development of intelligent citizenshipo 
Therefore, the teaching of junior business training must 
involve the creation of an awarenes's of the interdependency 
that exists between the business activities and the social 
and political problems· of the twen,tieth century. 
lBillett, Roy o., Fundamentals .£f Secondar~ school. 
Teaching, Roughton Mifflin Company, Boston, l94~. 
1 
• 
To bring about this integration, the two phases or 
junior business training or which this p~oject ·is concerned 
have been developed in the form of units. Specifically, 
the business activities concerning money and banking and 
the accumulation of savings have been brought forth in 
this manner in order to create an understanding of how 
these activities concern our personal, political, and 
social welraree 
Money and Banking and Accumulating Savings are two 
2 
phases or general business. Learning about general business 
activities serves to fulfill some o~ the reQuirements or 
basic education. These units, therefore, serve to help 
"provide for the different aptitudes, abilities, interests, 
aims, and hence needs or the pupils"2 in the junior 
business.training course. 
Discussion or Terms 
The word u:n.i:t Jlas no spE?cif'i.q derin.ition in the 
educational field. Generally speaking, a unit is the 
psychological organization of a certain phase or a course 
so as to obtain the maximum educational results. The 
paener~ statement or ~unit Tfrepresents the teacher's 
goal stated in terms or a desirable change to be made in 
.2Ibid, p e l4lo 
----
\ 
' 
. l '-
• 
the pupil in concept or skill, and hence in resultant 
ideal, attitude, or appreciation."3 The statement or the 
unit is for the teacher's use only. 
The d@lim.itation of the unit refers to the lesser 
_.__,_~
learning products to be derived from the unit. These 
lesser learning products are components or the unit and 
are the direct object of instruction. Hence, the 
delimitation is a complete definition of the unit.4 
Indirect and incidental learning products are those 
that are likely to result from taking part in the unit 
even.though this learning is not the direct object of 
instruction~5 
Introductorz activities refer to those activities in 
which th~ teacher attempts to broach th~ new material and 
give the students a general picture of the unit. 
The study. ~ _activity sui de i.s a duplicated rorm, 
given to each pupil, and it contains most or tbe require-
ments of the unit assignment. The core activities are 
placed in the study and activity guide, and the optional 
related activities may or may not be included in the guide. 
Core activities are a part of. the unit assignment in 
which most or all of the pupils "will engage directly at 
~ ... _ 
- ~ ~ -·· . 
3J;bid, p • 505. 
. 
4Ibid, p. 505-6. 
5Ibid, p. 506. \ 
3 
some time, in some way, and to some extent."6 However, 
even in this part of the assignment, there is no attempt 
to compel the students to complete the entire group of 
activities., 
Optlg.nal related activities are activities "in which 
pupils engage solely because they want to. n? There is no 
element of compulsion whatsoever in this phase of the 
assignment. In addition, participation in these activities 
is expected to increase the educative growth derived from 
the main learning products stated in the unit. 
I 
Teacher-references are those sources from which the 
. ~ v -rl"» . 
4 
teacher obtains valuable material to aid in the construction 
of the unit. 
~UJ2il_-re~eJ:~:tl,c,es are those readings and materials to 
which the pupils are directed in order to find assistance 
in solving problems presented by· the different activities. 
Organization of Chapters 
In Chapter I the problem has been stated and discussed. 
Chapter II consists of a review of.literature related to 
the problem. Chapter ,III describes in detail the proce.dures 
used in constructing the units. Chapter IV, Money and 
6J;bid' p.. 50'7. 
'7 J:bid, p. '507 .-
\ 
\ 
\ 
Banking, and Chapter V, Accumulating Savings, contain the 
following: general statement of the unit, delimitation 
of the unit, probable indirect and incidental learning 
products, introductory activities, core activities, 
optional related activities, and an examination. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter deals with literature concerning the use 
o~ the unit method in teaching business subjects. 
Particular emphasis is placed on studies involving the 
construction of units in the field of junior business 
training. The views of noted authorities in the fields o~ 
general education and business education are discussed, 
and a survey is made of theses which point out the value 
of unit organization o~ topics in the junior business 
training course. 
The purpose of organizing topics in the form of units 
is to obtain greater results from the teaching o~ these 
topics. Greater results will be obtained only if the 
topics are presented in the light of the objectives o~ 
business education. In regard to this point, Billettl 
made the following statement: 
6 
According to the new point of view, junior- and 
senior-high school courses representing industry and 
business should be organized and presented in large 
part to help pupils develop certain concepts, skills, 
ideals, attitudes, and appreciations needed ~or happy, 
successful, intelligent, and socially acceptable living. 
In other words, a vital contribution o~ such courses 
consists of exploratory, prevocational, avoeational, 
and cultural values essential to the general basic 
education of all youth at the secondary level. 
lBillett, Roy o., Fundamentals.£!. secondary School 
Teaching, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, p. 361. 
If' these object·ives are to be attained, any changes 
brought about by the latest developments in the social, 
political, economic, and business f'ields must be ref'lected 
in the courses. In regard to the value of' the unit method 
as a means of' ref'lecting necessary changes, Billett2 
stated: 
Reorganization of' courses into dlf'f'erentlated 
units and unit assignments should be eeneeived as a 
systematic way of' insuring gradual changes in courses 
as the need f'or and validity of' such changes become 
apparent a 
The value of' uni.t organization as a means of' providing 
f'or indi. vidual dit.f'erenees of' students has been reeogriized 
by Walters. 3 He pointed out that: 
This plan meets the needs of' individual students 
in two ways; f'irst, by reteaching a uni.t to the less 
capable members of' a class, and second, by giving the 
more capable members additional p_rojects or other 
assimilative work. 
Wal ters4 also contends that the outstanding f'eature 
of' the unit plan is the use of' logical teaching units 
instead of' arbitrary dally lesson assignments~ Under 
the traditional method of' assigning a chapter in the 
textbook, a certain numb·er of' pages, or a certain number 
of' problems, little thought is giwen to whether the material 
2Ibid, p .. 395. 
5walters, R. G., "Methods of' Teaching Commercial 
Subjects,~ Monosraph ~' South-Western Publishing Company, 
Cincinnati, 1939, p. 14. 
4Ibid, p. 16. 
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assigned is a logical teaching unit or whether it is merely 
a section of such a unit. He stated: 
The education of a child is largely an adjustment 
to new environment, new conditions, new knowledge, and 
new ideals. such adjustment consists of a series of 
adaptations, each of which is in fact a unit of 
learning, exeept when the adaptation consists of the 
acquiring of a new skill, in which case, the acquiring 
of the skill is continuous and must be considered as 
a single unit of learning. The test of a unit of 
learning is whether it is a division of subject matter 
which can be understpod rather than merely remembered.5 
Beighey0 wrote on the unit plan in regard to its use 
as a tool for integrating all business subjects. He pointed 
out that: 
The unit plan calls for the teaching of both 
theory and practise and aims to provide the business 
information, arithmetical information and drill, 
economic education, and legal information that seem 
necessary to provide the student with a working 
knowledge of fac~ts and ideas that may be useful to 
him in his other commercial subjects. 
In a study concerning the construction of a unit for 
teaching the topic Cc,mmunication in the junior business 
training course, Green had this to say: 
The unit method is helpful to the classroom 
teacher as it relieves the monotony of the daily 
recitation both for the pupil and the teacher. 
Pupils are allowed to work at their own speed. The 
assignment is interesting to the pupils and gives 
definiteness ana purpose to their reading and 
studying. The ~tnit provides for individual differences 
5Ibid, p. 16. 
6Beighey, Clyde~ "Teaching Business Subjects by the 
Unit Plan,"~ Journal£! Business Education, vol. 18, 
January, 1943, p. 13. 
,/ 
in the unit assignment • 7 
A study by Handy8 revealed the fact that the unit 
method can be used successfully in the teaching of s:pecif'ic 
skills in the f'ield of business. He found that the unit 
approach to arithmetic :proved very valuable in determining 
the interests and prof'iciencies of' each :pupil. 
In constructing two units for the teaching of' the 
topics Travel and Transportation of' Goods, Lovelette9 
also commented on the value of the unit presentation in 
teaching ~ecif'ic skills. However, she referred to the 
~ 
·unit as a device for improving the fundamental tools of' 
learning. Complete mastery of these tools is not an 
expected outcome of the unit. 
Sullivan constructed two units as a step toward 
. supplementing the basic textbook in junior business 
training with a number of sources of information. He 
stated this concerning the advantage of' using a number of' 
references instead of just one textbook: 
Various books on General Business will be in the 
?Greene, Winifred H., Unit Organization 2!_ the Topic 
·Communication f'or Use in General Business, Master's Thesis, 
Boston University,l9'50, p. 2. . 
~andy, Gardner W., ~ Organization of' Three To;pics 
in Business Practices for seventh Grade PUpiis, Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 194?, :p. 100. · 
9Lovelette, Kathleen M., ~Construction£!~ Units 
£!Learning~ General Business, Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1951, p. 72. 
9 
classroom and from the study guide pupils will soon 
learn that they cannot answer the q_uestions from 
their textbook. It is here that the ending of one 
textbook will be brought about, because pupils will 
!~~I~i~~e~~l0other books for their study guide 
Because she felt that textbooks in the field of 
junior business training placed too much emphasis on big 
business, John!3onll selected the uni~ plan for developing 
topics concerning small business. It was her assertion 
that the unit method provided greater opportunity to 
fulfill the objectives of these topics. 
The vast amount of literature concerning the unit 
method indicates the value of this method as a modern 
teaching p~ocedure. 'The teacher of business subjects 
must be alert to any advances made in teaching methods. 
As McKinlay stated: 
10 
In unit teaching, just as in any other method of 
teaching, the teacher should never let himself become 
too satisfied with his work. No matter how well he 
feels the job has been done as proved by his results, 
he must always be ready to change his method of 
approach from unit to unit or year to year at the 
first sign of monotony to either himself or his 
pupils. He must always be ready to keep his subject 
matter and teaching method in step with the fast-
lOsullivan, Maurice F., Two Source Units in Ninth 
Grade Junior Business Training, Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1947, p. 4. 
llJohnson, Elizabeth J., Unit Organization .£! Two 
Topic~ in Principles of Business, "Some Fundamental Facts 
£! Small Business Qperationff and "The Organization ~ 
Management of Small Business~, Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1951, p. 2. 
ll 
moving business world.12 
The literature surveyed in this chapter has set forth 
the value ~f the unit approach in the teaching of business 
education. The viewpoints of authors regarding the worth 
of this method of teaching as a device for reflecting 
necessary changes, as a means of providing for individual 
differences, as a means of presenting logical teaching 
units, and as a tool for integrating all business subjects, 
were presented. In addition, the theses reviewed in this 
chapter have indica~ed that the unit approach to material 
in the junior business training course helps to relieve 
monotony, aids in making provisions for supplementing the 
basic textbook, aids in teaching specific skills, and 
alerts the teacher to new material and teaching methods. 
12McKinlay, dames T., dr., Two Source Units in dunior 
Business Training ~ ~ Insurance ~ sources of Useful 
Information, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951, p. 11. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
The units in this project were prepared in the 
following manner: 
l. The principles of unit construction according to 
Roy 0. Billettl in his Fundamentals £f Secondary School 
Teaching were thoroughly reviewed as a basis for the 
construction of the units. 
2. The objectives of the unit were prepared and set 
forth in concise statements in the general statement of 
the unit. These objectives were determined on the basis 
of the objectives set forth by authorities in the field 
of general business, and education in general. 
3. Junior business training textbooks were reviewed 
to determine the ~terial which should be emphasized. A 
list of pupil-references was then selected on the basis 
of the extent to which the material was eovered and the 
method of presentation. 
4. A list of teacher-references was selected as a 
means of supplementing the background material ~rovided 
by the junior business training textbooks. 
5. A tentative list of learning products was drawn 
lBillett, Roy o., Fundamentals of secondary School 
Teaching, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940. 
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up, based upon an analogy o:f the subject matter in the 
various textbooks. These learning products were revised 
in the light o:f latest developments in the :field o:f 
business; and the :final unit o:f learning, as set :forth 
in the delimitation o:f the unit, was then constructed. 
6. The introductory activities were written. These 
activities are intended to lead the students into the 
study o:f the unit. 
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7. Core activities were prepared :for the unit. lll 
o:f the students are expected to participate to some extent 
in this phase o:f the assignment. 
8. Optional related activities were developed :for the 
unit. These do not represent a complete coverage o:f related 
activities but merely suggest areas o:f :further study to 
the student. 
9. Any additional learning products which might result 
from a study o:f the unit, even though these products are 
not the direct objects o:f instruction, were set :forth as 
probable indirect and incidental learning products. 
10. A final examination was prepared as a device :for 
evaluating the results o:f the study of the unit. 
CHAPTER IV 
MONEY AND BANKING 
General Statement of the Unit 
14 
Almost everyone is concerned with business activities 
in this modern age. .An outstanding phase of business li:t'e 
is that which is concerned with money and banking activities. 
Those people who appreciate the meaning or money and the 
dif:t'erent purposes that money serves and understand how to 
use consumer banking services intelligently are better 
~quipped for successful participation in the world or today. 
Delimitation o:t' the Unit 
Money 
1. Primitive people, when exchanging products am0ng them-
selves, traded goods of one kind for tho·se of another. 
Exchanging goods for goods in this way was known as 
barter. 
2. Barter would be unworkable in this country today 
because it would be to0 difficult to trade something 
._ 
:for everything that is needed. For this reason money 
is used. That is, something is needed that will be 
accepted as payment for articles and services involved 
in business transactions. 
ffAnything that passes freely from hand to hand as a 
means of payment and for which people will readily 
exchange their products or their services is known 
as money.nl 
4. Many different articles have been used for money. 
The early Egyptians used bracelets or rings; the 
ancient English used iron bars; and the American 
Indians used wampum, which consisted of bea&s made of 
shells strung together to form belts or sashes. 
5. Gold and silver have been used as money for thousands 
of years. 
6. The usefulness of gold and silver as a form of money 
arose from its scarcity, which made a small quantity 
very valuable, the ease of transfer from one to 
another, and its durability. 
7. Money aids people in exchanging their labor or the 
goods that they have for the labor or the goods of 
others. Money, therefore, is called a medium of 
exchange. 
15 
8. The value of goods or articles is usually expressed 
in terms of money. Since it is used to measure value, 
it is called a standard of.value. 
9. The Federal Government issues all the money of the 
lcrabbe, Ernest H., and Salsgiver, ~aul L., General 
Business, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnat~, 
1946, p. 19. 
United States. Money made by anyone except the 
Federal Government is known as counterfeit money. 
10. Each piece of money has a definite value because 
that value has been established by the Federal 
Government. The value placed upon a piece of metal 
or paper money by the Federal Government is known 
as the face value. 
Handling Money 
11. In making change, the smallest number of coins 
possible should be used. 
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12. Machines such as cash registers, change-making machines, 
and counting and wrapping machines are used to increase 
the ease and accuracy with which businesses can handle 
large amounts of money. 
Banking 
13. To provide assistance in carrying on business affairs, 
organizations known as banks have been established 
in all parts of the country. 
14. Banks lend a large share of the total amount of money 
that is deposited with them. The charge that is made 
by a bank for the use of money that it lends is known 
e as interest. 
15. As one of their services, banks accept deposits of 
money from their customers, keep the money in a safe 
place, and pay it out to those named on checks drawn 
by these depositors. This is kno~m as checking 
account service. 
l? 
16. A written order directing a bank to pay out money for 
a depositor is known as a check. 
1?. Banks also accept customers' deposits in savings 
accounts, which provide a convenient and safe means 
of saving money and earning interest on the money 
deposited. 
18. Safe-deposit boxes are provided by banks as a means of 
storing valuable articles. 
19. Banks are organized for special purposes. Some of the 
common types of banks are: 
a. Commercial banks - banks which lend money for 
a short period of time, provide checking 
account service, and often operate savings 
departments .. 
b. Savings banks - banks which accept deposits 
in savings accounts on~y 
c~ Trust companies - banks which serve individuals 
by managing their money and property 
d. Co-operative banks - banks which loan money 
to home buyers and e~courage savings 
e. Investment banks - banks which serve as advisors 
to individuals and businesses in money matters 
20. Banks conduct their business under state and national 
banking laws. 
21. In 1913 the Federal Government passed a banking law 
that created our Federal Reserve Banking System.2 
22. All national banks are required to join the Federal 
Reserve Banking System, and state banks may join it. 
23. !A Federal reserve bank is a banker-"s bank. 
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24. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was created 
as part of a banking law passed by Congress in 1935.3 
25. All banks that are members of the Federal Reserve 
Banking System are required to join the FDIC. Each 
depositor in these banks is insured by the FDIC up 
to a maximum of $10, 000. 
Bank Accounts 
26. A bank's record of the deposits and withdrawals of a 
customer is known as that person's account. 
27. Good reputation is a necessary prerequisite for one 
opening a checking account. 
28. When making deposits in checking or savings accounts, 
deposit slips should be filled out from which the bank 
clerk can make entries in the depositor's bankbook for 
the proper amounts. These entries serve as receipts 
for the deposits. 
29. A depositor withdraws money from a checking account 
2 Prather, Charles L., Money~ Banking, Richard D. 
Irwin, Incorporated, Chicago, 1948, p. 343-4. 
3Ibid, p. 413. 
--
by presenting to the bank checks made payable to 
himself or to "cash. tt 
Writing Checks 
30. Checkbooks, consisting of the checks themselves and 
19 
the check stubs, are provided by banks as a convenience 
to depositors. 
31. A check stub, besides providing complete information 
regarding the corresponding check, also provides a 
record of the balance on hand before and after each 
chebk and the amount of deposits. 
32. Since checks are orders directing the payment of 
money, a depositor should exercise great care in 
writing them. 
33. A check payable to "ca$h" or "bearern can be cashed 
by anyone. 
34. The person who signs a check is known as the drawer. 
The person to whom the check is made payable is known 
as the payee. 
35. A checkFis known as a forged check when the name of 
the person to be charged as drawer is written by 
someone other than that person himself. 
36. Checks, which are used as substitutes for paper and 
metal money, are used a great deal more as means of 
making payments than the actual paper and met~llic 
forms of money. 
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37. In order to insure against payment of incorrect 
amounts, checks should be written in ink, the amount 
should be written in words as well as in figures, and 
no spaces should be left in the lines provided for 
the amount. 
Transfer of Checks 
38. Before a payee of a check transfers the check to 
someone else or deposits it in his bank, he must 
first write his name on the back of the check. This 
signature is called an indorsement; the act of signing 
in this manner is called indorsing; the one who signs 
in this manner is called the indorser. 
39. The indorsement of a check serves as a promise to 
later holders of the check that it will be paid. 
40. Some of the common types of indorsements that are 
used for different purposes are: 
a. Indorsement in blank - only the name of the 
payee is written. .Any holder can cash the 
check. 
b. Indorsement in full - the words "Pay to the 
c. 
order of n are written, followed by the 
indorser's signature. Only the person whose 
name appears after these words can cash the 
check. 
Restrictive indorsement - this limits the use 
of .a check to the purpose given in the 
21 
indorsement. 
41. The system by which banks t;ransf'er checks from one 
bank to another is called the clearing system. The 
clearing system makes it unnecessary for a person to 
go to the bank on which a check was drawn in order to 
cash the check. 
Personal Checking Accounts 
42. Banks usually make a small monthly charge for checking 
accounts with small balances. This is known as a 
service charge. 
43. The bank statement which the depositor receives each 
month from the bank shows the following information 
in regard to the depositor's account: 
a. The balance at the end of' the :preceding month 
b. The deposits maQe during the month 
c. The checks paid by the bank during the month 
d. The service charge for the preceding month, if 
there was such a charge 
e. The balance at the end of the month 
44. A bank reconciliation should be made by the depositor 
by com;paring the balance on the bank statement with 
the checkbook balance. If there is a difference in 
the two amounts, subtracting the total of checks 
outstanding from the bank balance and subtracting the 
. service charge f'rom the checkbook balance should bring 
the two balances into agreement • 
Other Ways of' Sending Payments 
45. Our Federal Government, through the ~ost office 
department, ~rovides ways of' mailing ~ayments. 
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a. A ~ostal money order is a form issued by· one ~ost 
office directing another ~ost office to ~ay 
money to a certain business or ~~rs~n, or to 
his order. The maximum amount f'or which a 
postal money order may be drawn is $100. The 
payee may transfer ~ayment by indorsement, 
but only one indorsement is allowed. 
b. .An irn.~ortant letter may be registered at a 
~ost office by payment of a small fee. 
The ~ost office guarantees delivery and, in 
case of loss of the letter, becomes res~onsible 
to the sender for its value u~ to $1,000. 
This way of mailing ~ayment is known as a 
registered letter. 
46. There are other common means of sending ~ayments. 
a. .An ex~ress money order is a form similar to 
a ~ostal money order, but which is ~urchased 
from an express company instead of :from a 
~ost office. The maximum amount for which it 
can be drawn is $50, and ~ayment can be 
transferred.· by indorsement. 
b. A bank draf't is a check that a bank draws on 
... 
-., 
its deposit in another bank and which can be 
bought ~rom the bank by anyonee There is a 
small charge ~or issuing the draft. 
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c. A cashier's check is a check that a bank draws 
on its own ~unds and which can be purchased 
f'rom the bank. 
J 
d. A register~check is a f'orm which is purchased 
:rrom a bank_ and is prepared by the pure_haser 
in the same manner as a personal check. A 
small ~ee is charged, and the bank then stamps 
its name and the amount on the check with a 
check-writing machine. It then becomes the 
purchaser's personal check. 
e. A certif'ied check is a personal check that is 
guaranteed by the bank, the guarantee being 
written across the :race o~ the check by the 
bank.. Payment may be trans~erred by 
indorsement. 
Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products 
1. Tendency to use care, speed, and accuracy in handling 
money 
2. Tendency to investigate the opportunities af'forded by 
various commercial occupations 
3. Appreciation of the relationship between business and 
society 
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Introductory Activities 
1. Pass around the room a few ancient forms of money 
such as bracelets, strings of beads, rings, etc. 
While these are circulating, ask the following 
questions of different members of the class: 
a. Do these articles have any significance in 
addition to that of ornamentatio~? 
b. Why were such articles as these used to 
bargain for other articles? 
c. Why are these articles not used as a means 
of bargaining today? 
d. Has money been in existence as long as people 
have traded with one another? 
e. Does it make any difference to a person who 
has a nickel whether the actual value of the 
metal in that coin is one cent, three cents, 
or five cents? 
2. Give an introductory talk on banking, emphasizing the 
following points: 
a. Ways in which banks assist businessmen and 
eonsmtLers in carrying on their affairs 
b. Reasons that banks came into existence 
c. How early banking services were carried on 
d. What connection the students in the room 
have with the business of banking 
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e. What connectiop. .the parents and the home have 
with the business of banking 
3. Hand out the study and activity guide with the 
following introduction: 
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The following activities are given in connection 
with the study of our money and banking services which 
will extend over the next three weeks. Complete as 
many of the core activit~es as you can, and you may 
do any number of the optional related activities. You 
may do these activities individually or in groups of 
two, three, or four. You will find that the more 
activities you do, the more valuable the work will be 
to you. 
The coded numbers given with some of the activities 
represent the title and page numbers of a source of 
information. For instance, 5: 211-12 refers to pages 
211-12 of number 5 in the list of pupil-references 
located on the last page of the aeti vi ties. 
Do you thi~ that this assignment is acceptable 
as it is now given to you? Can you think of any other 
activities which you would like to do? Feel free at 
any time to offer suggestions for revision of this 
assignment • 
Core Activities 
1. suppose that money did not exist. Could you and your 
family get the things you need and want? How? 
2. What is specie? What other. term is used which means 
the same thing? (2: 148) 
3. How many kinds of money are in circulation today in 
the United States? .Describe each. (4: 19-20) 
4. Why is our money readily accepted in exchange for 
other goods? Give reasons. (1: 22) 
5. Why is it impossible to make silver dollars smaller 
and lighter in weight? (2: 147) 
6. What is legal tender? Of what i.J.Ilportance is legal 
tender as far as payment of debts is concerned? 
(2: 148) 
7. The Federal Government places value upon a piece of 
metal or paper money. This is known as what value? 
( 1: 22) 
2? 
8. What does the word ttsubsidiary" mean to you? L0ok up 
'the meaning of this word in the dictionary, and explain 
its use in the field of money. 
9. What was used for money in colonial .America? Write a 
short report on how the use of money developed in the 
colonies. List a few ~ecific items that were used 
as money. (4: 12=15) 
10. How did banking begin? Write a short paper on the 
history of banking. (5: 211-12) 
11. How does modern.banking serve the home? Make a list 
o~ the various ways in which the modern bank may serve 
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the home. 
12. .All of the deposits in a particular bank can l:>e drawn 
out by the depositors at any time. How, then, is it 
possible for this bank to l0an out a part of the funds 
deposited with the bank? 
13. Use each of the following expressions in a sentence 
in such a way as to show that you understand its 
meaning: 
joint account 
pass book 
liability 
credit reference 
overdraft 
reconciliation 
trustee 
'bank book 
voucher clearing house 
14. What is a mutual savings bank? Explain briefly the 
characteristics of this type of bank. (5: 1?6-7) 
15. What does the term "investment" mean to you? Explain 
how you might invest a savings fund. 
16. What is a building and loan association? (5: 182) 
How long does it take to purchase a home according 
to the plan of your local building and loan 
association? 
1'7. What is the Federal Government's connection with bank 
insurance? What is the purpose of the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation? (1: 42-3) 
18. The deposits of the Manufacturers Central National 
Bank are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation. Four or the depositors or the bank 
have balances or $725, $8,300, $14,000-,~:,and $11,500, 
respectively. 
a. Ir the Manuracturers Central National Bank 
:f.'ailed, what amount would each of t;he 
depositors receive from the FDIC? 
b. If later it was found that the assets of the 
bank were surficient to pay one half of the 
amount of the deposits not covered by the 
FDIC, how much additional money would each 
depositor ~eceive? 
19. What do savings banks do with the money deposited? 
Name two or three ways in which these banks p'lll.:b this 
money to use. (4: 148-g) 
20. When a businessman borrows money from a bank, what 
evidence that the bus·iness is in sound financial 
condition is usually submitted to the bank? .{3: 77) 
21. Gordon K~lby's bank statement on jan. 31 showed a 
balance of $234.30. His che ekbook balance on the 
same date was $243.65. Upon comparing the items on 
the statement with the cheek stubs, he discovered 
that the following items had not been recorded in 
the checkbook: a service charge of $1.15; a deposit 
of $5.00 on Jan. 20; and a counter cheek for $15.e6 
which he had cashed at the bank on jan. 26. He also 
discovered that the amount of caneelled check #65 
... 
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______________________________ ........... ... 
e· 
was $3.50, while the amount entered on the check 
stub was $5.30. Find the amount of the correct 
checkbook balance'· and label each step in your 
computation. 
22. What role do savings clubs have in the community? 
Name four such clubs. (5: 175) 
23. How are banks classified? List, in outline form, 
.. , 
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the classifications and the kinds of banks which fall 
under these classifications. (4: 147) 
24. Why is a savings bank able to pay interest on deposits? 
What determines the rate of interest paid? (5: 172-3) 
25. What services other than those directly concerned 
with money do commercial banks render? (4: 165) 
26. Into how many sections is the United States divided 
under the Federal Reserve Banking System, and what 
are these sections called? How does a Federal 
reserve bank differ from another bank and how is it 
similar to other banks? ( 1: 41-2) 
27.. The signature card or the Byrd Hardware supply 
Company shows the :following signatures: ttByrd 
Hardware Supply Company, By J. William Byrdtt; and 
ttByrd Hardware Supply Company, By R. 0. Byrd..• Why 
are the two signatures given? Refer to 1: 48-9 for 
a discussion of signature cards. 
28. How is information concerning a savings account 
recorded? To answer this question: 
e 
--
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Start an imaginary savings account. 
Fill out the necessary forms. 
Rule up a sample :passbook. 
Write at least three deposit slips and enter 
them in your :passbook. 
e. Write at least three withdrawal slips and 
enter them in your passbook. 
f. Balance your :passbook at the end of your 
transactions. 
29. If you wished to make a deposit in a bank when you 
did not have your bankbook, what :procedure would you 
follow? (1: 53-4) 
30. During the month of J"une, Harold Jones wrote cheeks 
and made deposits as follows: 
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May 2. Balance, $179.50 May 17. Check #36, $4.60 
6. Check #32, $10.60 18. Cheek #37, $52.30 
8. Check #33, $25.40 22. Deposit, $85.75 
9. Deposit, $50 25. Check #38, $14.50 
13. Cheek #34, $46.85 26. Check #39, $36.40 
15. Check #35, $12.50 29. Check #40, $9.75 
At the end of the month Mr. J"ones received a bank 
statement that showed a bank balance of $101.17. The 
service charge amounted to $1.18. No checks were 
outstanding. Reconcile the bank statement. 
31. If you wish to send five dollars to your cousin in a 
distant city, what means of mailing the money would 
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you use? 
32. How can you reduce the possibility of loss due to 
forgery and fraud when you write a check? Make a list 
of eight or ten suggestions. (2: 42?-8) 
33. dOhn Smith receives a check intended ror him, but 
with his name written as "J. R. Smith." If his middle 
initial is "H", how should he indorse the check for 
transfer? 
34. What is an anticipation warrant? Why is it used? 
(1: 112) 
35. How does a check-writing machine provide further 
safeguards against possible changes in the amount of 
a check? How does a check-signing machine help guard 
against rorgery? (1: 72-3) 
36. How are the different parts of a check arranged? To 
answer this question: 
a. Prepare a model cheek, using for the bank n.ame 
the Essex Trust Company, Lynn, Massachusetts. 
b. Show how the following facts should be written 
on the. cheek: You are the draw~r; the amount 
is $94.28; the payee is Michael Jones; the date 
is Jan. 4, 1952. 
3'7. Why is a check usually as valuable as money? { 1: 6 9) 
38. What is a travelers' cheek? Why is it used? What 
suggestions are given for the safe use of this type of 
cheek? {2: 156-'7) 
39. A cheek is indorsed in succession by s. M. Hanson, 
R. B. Cole, and G. R. Jones. Mr. Jones deposits the 
cheek in his bank. Later it is round that the check 
is not good and the original drawer cannot be round. 
Who loses the value or the check? 
40. L. R. Beans rills out a check stub berore he writes 
the corresponding check. Mr. Hilmer writes a cheek 
and then rills out the stub. Who rollows the better 
practise? Why? 
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41. Why is there danger that a depasi tor's account may be 
overdrawn ir he issues a post-dated check? 
42. What sareguard is used by a bank in order to guarantee 
that the bank will pay a certiried check when the 
check is presented ror payment? 
43. What is the role or the· Federal Reserve Banking System 
in the clearing or checks? (1: 87-8) 
44. What is the essential character or a negotiable 
instrum.ent? Name three kinds o:r instruments which are 
negotiable. (3: 80) 
45. Why are bank drarts and cashiers' checks sometimes 
more desirable than personal bank checks? (4: 161) 
46. What is the exact interest {interest based on a 
365-day year) at 6 per cent on $380 for 75 days? 
What is the ordinary interest (interest based on a 
360-day year)? Rerer to 4: 73-4 for a review o:r 
methods of figuring interest. 
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4'7.. What is the simple interest on $240 for five years at 
2i- per cent? What is tbe compound interest? Refer 
to 3: 107-8 for a review of compound interest. 
48. How do the savings banks in your community compute 
interest? What date do they use as a basis for 
computing the interest? 
49. A quick way to find the interest on a given sum for 
60 days at 6 per cent is to mov~ the decimal point 
two places to the left. It is then easy to find the 
interest for more or less than 60 days. 
a. Find the interest at 6 per eent for 60 days on 
eaeh of the following sums of money: 
(1) $6,500 (4) $1,849 
(2} $5,300 (5) $26 
(3) $48 (6) $34,500 
b. If the interest on a sum of money is $12 when 
figured at 6 per eent, what would the interest 
be if figured at 3 per eent? at 4 per cent? 
c. Find the interest on the first three amounts in 
a. at 4 per cent; at 5 per eent. 
a. Find the interest at 6 per cent for 30 days on 
each of the last three amounts in a. 
50. Is heme ownership desirable? Name a few of its 
advantages and disadvantages. 
Optional Related Activities 
-1. Volunteer to list on the blackboard a number or 
commodities which have served as money at one time or 
another. Then tell why they are no longer used as 
money. 
2. Visit some museum or bank which has a collection or 
old money, and report to the class on your visit. 
3. Explain to the· class why the United States has so 
many difrerent kinds of money. 
4. Volunteer to serve on a committee which will obtain 
a visitor to speak to the class on how to detect 
forgerie~ and counterreit money. Your teacher will 
act as chairman of the committee. 
5. Volunteer to be a member of a bulletin-board-and-
exhibit committee. Consult your teacher concerning 
the duties of this committee. 
6. Explain to the class, using the blackboard, how the 
method of clearing checks in small towns differs from 
that. of eleari~g checks in large cities. 
? • Keep a record of any inf'ormation about money and 
banking which appears in the motion pictures shown at 
~ the weekly assemblies. 
s. Volunteer to serve on a panel which will discuss why 
the ownership of a sum of money develops cenfidenee. 
9.· Look for a cartoon in a newspaper or magazine dealing 
with some money and banking problem. Be prepared to 
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explain it to the class. 
10. Volunteer to surmn.arize and ·te> present to the class in 
any suitable way (exhibit, oral report, table, graph, 
or otherwise) the answers or the different members of 
the class to the following questions in the ~e4ding 
Check List" in 1: 100: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 11. 
11. Organize a banking-current-events eommdttee. Keep 
the class informed about news events which coneern 
those who use banking services. 
12. Your rather asks you to take care of his routine 
banking arrangements. Volunteer to serve on a panel 
Which will discuss the various steps to be taken in 
going about the task. 
13. Make a report to the class on the duties of a bank 
teller. 
14. Explain to the class (using the blackboard ir 
necessary) what is meant by ttoperating under the gold 
standard ... 
15. 
16. 
1'7. 
What personal skills are needed to make effective use 
e>f our banking services~ Make a list of these skills 
and post it on the bulletin board. 
Give a demonstration on the use of a check-writing 
machine. Consult your teacher on the arrangements for 
obtaining a machine for this demonstration. 
VGlunteer to serve on a committee which will collect 
sa.mple signature cards, deposit slips, and withdrawal 
e. 
slips from local banks. Consult the teacher on 
presenting this material to the class for comparison 
with forms collected by other students. 
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18. E~lain to the class what would happen in your 
community if all of the banks which accept savings 
deposits closed, and the building and loan associations 
suspended business. 
19. ·Outline briefly in writing the organization of the 
Federal Reserve Banking System. Be prepared to 
answer questions from members of the class concerning 
this organization. 
20. "Cities could not do business for a day without banks." 
Do you believe this statement is true or false? 
Volunteer to serve on a panel which will discuss the 
reasons why this statement is true or false. 
21. Volunteer to be one of two representatives who will 
visit a local bank. Your teacher will arrange for tbe 
visit so that someone at the bank will tell you about 
the organization, services to the community, and work 
of the different departments of the bank. These two 
class representatives will give to the class an oral 
report of the visit. 
22. Make a report to the class on some talk given on the 
radio which is related to this unit. Consult your 
teacher on the choice of programs. 
23. Prepare a maJ;> showing the locati®n of our local banks. 
This map is to be displayed on the bulletin board. 
24. Draw a diagram showing the circulation o~ a cheek. 
Be sure to identi~y each step. 
25. Who bene~its ~rom checking services? How do our 
parents, business men, and employers use checks? 
Why? When? Volunteer to serve on a panel o~ three 
which will discuss the answers to these questions. 
26. Construct a poster, to be displayed on the bulletin 
board, o~ an enlarged check wii:;h each part properly 
i denti~ied. 
2?. Construct a chart showing the vocabulary o~ checking 
services. 
28. In connection with #2?, volunteer to take part in a 
spelling contest which will be restricted to the 
vocabulary o~ checking services. 
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29. What e:r~ect did early banking legislation in the United 
States have on politics? Consult your social-studies 
teacher ~or the proper re~erences and make a report on 
your ~indings. 
30. How many magazines that deal with money and banting can 
you name? Where are they published? What main topics 
does each discuss? 
31. Volunteer to take part in a contest to determine the 
best m~ntal arithmetician in the class. 
32.. I~ you have a camera, take some pictures that deal 
with banking services at work. Opportunities to take 
,, . 
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such pictures may arise in visits to banks, stores, 
transportation facilittes, and many other places. You 
may have a chance to show goad pictures to the class 
by means of the opaque projector. 
33. What personal traits are important in making proper 
use of banking services? Volunteer to take part in a 
discussion of these traits. 
~4. Volunteer to summarize and to present to the elass in 
any suitable way the answers to questions 1, 4, 6, 8, 
11, and 12 in the ~eading Cheek List~ in 1: 115. 
35. Write a short skit on any phase of the subject of 
money and banking. Consult your teacher on 
arrangements for presenting the skit. 
"I 
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J!IDMINATION 
- PART I 
DIRECTIONS: Read each statement ·carefully. If you think 
the statement is true, place the letter T in the paren-
theses ( ) , at the right of the statement. If you think 
it is false, place the letter F in the parentheses. 
Remember, if any part of the statement is false, the 
statement as a whole is false. 
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EXAMPLE: The American Indians used wampum for money ••• (T) 
l. Barter is a system which would be impracticable in 
this country today ••. , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ( ) 
2. Gold and silver were not used as money until America 
was discovered. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . ( ) 
3. In the United States all money is issued by the 
Federal Government •••••• • • • • • • • • . . . . ( ) 
4. In making change the smallest number of coins possible 
should be used. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .... ( ) 
5. When it is said that t.he value of money has been fixed, 
that means that the value cannot be changed. • • • • ( ) 
e. One of the reasons why gold is useful as a form of 
money is the fact that it can be transferred 
easily ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . -. . • • • • . ( ) 
?. counterfeit money has no valu~ •• • • • • • • • • . . ( ) 
8. When money is deposited in a bank, the bank can do 
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nothing with that money but safeguard it for the 
depositor until it is withdrawn. • • • • . . • • . . ( ) 
9. A checking account service is a service rendered to 
those who owe money to the bank. • • • • • • • • . . { ) 
10. Banks need not be concerned with state laws, for 
banking is not aff'eeted by these laws. • • • • • . . ( ) 
11. Safe=deposit boxes provide a means of' storing valuable 
articles •••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
12. National banks are not required to join the Federal 
Reserve Banking Systeme • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ( ) 
13. State banks may join the Federal Reserve Banking 
System ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .n( ) 
14. A member bank of the Federal Reserve Banking System 
deposits money in the Federal reserve bank •• • • • ( ) 
15. A savings account and a checking account are 
identical ••• • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . ( } 
16. A deposit slip serves as a receipt for deposits 
made. • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • . ( } 
17. A deposit in an account is the result of writing 
a check. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . ( ) 
18. Checkbooks provide no means for recording the 
inf'ormation regarding the checks written and removed 
from the book. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ( ) 
19. If a cheek is forged, the drawer of the check is 
not affected. • • • • • . • • . • . • . • • • • • • ( ) 
20. Checks are used a great deal more as means or 
making payments than are :paper and metallic forms 
or money ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • 
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. ( ) 
2l. Indorsing a check is the same as signing it ••••• { 
22. Banks usually make a small monthly charge for 
checking accounts with small balances. • ••• 
• • 
23. Checks outstanding at the end of the month have no 
bearing on reconeiling the·depositor•s bank 
balance •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
24. The ~aximum amount for whieh a postal money order 
. ( ) 
. ( ) 
may be drawn is $300.. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
25. A cashier's cheek is issueQ by an e~ress eom:pany •• ( ) 
·-
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PART II 
DIRECTIONS: Read each definition in Column I. Then select 
from Column II the term defined and write its.number on 
the dotted line in front of the definition. The answer 
to the example is 7, so 7 is written on the dotted line. 
Column I (Definition) 
• 'J. EXAMPLE: A printed form 
listing items deposited 
••• l. Anything that passes freely 
from hand to hand as a 
means of payment 
••• 2. Scarce, durable items used 
as money 
••• 3. The one who establishes the 
value of each piece of money 
••• 4. A written order directing 
a bank to pay out money 
for a depositor 
••• 5. A banker's bank 
• • • 6. Machine used to increase 
accuracy in handling money 
••• ?. Money made by anyone except 
the Federal Government 
.••• a. Charge that is made by a 
bank for the use of money 
that it lends 
••• 9. ).. plan created by a law 
passed by the Federal 
Government 
••• 10. A necessary prerequisite 
for one opening a checking 
account 
Column II (Term) 
l. Barter 
2. Cash register 
3. Check 
4. Checkbooks 
5. Clearing system 
6. Counterfeit 
money 
7.. Deposit slip 
8. Drawer 
9. Federal 
Government 
10. Federal reserve 
bank 
ll. Federal Reserve 
Banking System 
12. Forgery 
13. Gold and silver 
14. Good reputation 
15. Interest 
16. Money 
PART II (Continued) 
Column I {Definition) 
·~~ 11. The result of writing a 
cheek by a depositor who 
gives it to another person 
12. 
·~· 13. 
••• 14. 
15. 
The person who signs a 
eheek 
Forms :provided by banks as 
a convenience to depositors 
The person to whom a 
cheek is made p ayab1e 
The method by which banks 
transfer checks frem one 
bank to another 
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Column II (Term) 
1?. Payee 
18. Safe-deposit 
box. 
19. 
20. 
Savings bank 
Withdrawal 
-- ·----- ~·---- ·--·-·- . - --
PART III 
DIRECTIONS: Each o~ the following statements can be 
·-
completed by any one of four words or groups of words. 
Place on the blank at the left o~ the beginning of the 
statement, the numeer o~ the word or group of words which 
makes the statement true. 
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EXAMPLE: 2 A machine which writes checks is known as a 
·-
(1) ca.Sh register 
(2) check~nriting machine 
{3) change-making machine 
{4) bookkeeping machine 
1. ____ In primitive times, goods or services were usually 
(1) traded or bartered 
(2) sold on instalments 
(3) bought for cash 
(4) sold on account 
2. ____ .Anything for which people will readily exchange 
their products or services is known as 
(l) wampum 
( 2) merchandise 
(3) gold and silver 
( 4) money 
3. 
4. 
The chief purpose of knowing about the functions 
of m0ney and banking services is that of 
(1) making as much money as possible 
(2} holding a business position 
(3) beeoming better equipped for successful 
participation in this modern age 
(4) learning how to make money more easily 
____ Modern business is the exehange of goods or 
services for 
(1) other goods 
(2) money, or the promise to pay money 
(3) merchandise 
(4) other services 
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5. ____ Because the value of goods is usually expressed in 
6. 
terms of money, money is called a 
(1) type of barter 
(2) form of production 
( 3) standard of value 
{4) means of distribution 
.All banks that are members of the Federal Reserve 
-
Banking System must join the 
(1) Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
(2) Home OWners Loan Corporation 
(3) Federal Housing Authority 
(4) Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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7.. Organizations known as banks have been established 
te-
(1) produce goods for the people of the country 
(2) assist in carrying on business affairs 
(3) buy and sell manufactured products 
(4) distribute goods to retailers and consumers 
8.. Checks will not entirely replace paper money and 
9. 
small coins because 
p_) checks Cannot be transferred 
( 2) checks are not safe 
(3) checks may be forged or altered 
(4) cheeks are inconvenient 
_ The interest that a bank charges on money that 
it lends is 
(1) a source of income for the bank 
(2) income for the borrower 
(3} expense for the bank 
(4) neither income nor expense for the borrower 
10. When a bank provides checking account services, 
these services include all of the following except 
(1) accepting deposits of money from its customers 
(2) keeping the money in a safe place for customers 
(3) paying the money out to anyone the customer 
may name 
( 4) investing the money for the customer 
·e 
11. Checks are 
-
{1) paper money 
( 2) substitutes :for paper and metal money 
(3) bank notes 
( 4) promises to pay money 
12. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation was 
created by 
( 1) a banking law passed in 1913 
(2) a law passed by the Federal Reserve Board 
(3) a banking law passed in 1935 
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( 4) an order :from the p·resident of' the United states 
13. A type o:f bank which acts as an advisor to 
individuals in money matters is called 
(1) a eo-operative bank 
(2) an investment bank 
( 3) a savings bank 
(4} a commercial bank 
14. ____ When a deposit slip is made out, it is used as 
(l) a receipt for the deposits 
(2} a record of the account balance 
(3) a device :from which entries are made in the 
bankbook 
(4) a check against the depositor's signature 
15. 
_ If' a depositor makes a check payable to "cash" lli 
•, 
or "bearer", 
(1) only he can cash the check 
(2) only his bank can cash the check 
(3) nobody can cash the check 
(4) anybody can cash the cheek 
16. _ The person who signs a check is known as the 
( 1) payee 
( 2) indorsee 
(3) holder 
(4) drawer 
1?. A check stub provides all o:r· the following 
information except 
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( l) the service charge for, the particular cheek that 
is drawn 
(2) the balance on hand before the cheek is written 
(3) the balance on hand after the check is written 
(4) the total of deposits plus the balance on hand 
before the check is written 
18. A depositor should exercise great care in writing 
cheeks because 
(1) he always indorses the cheeks 
(2) checks are always for large amounts 
(3) checks always involve the payment of money 
(4) cheeks are usually not acceptable 
20. 
_ When the name of the person to be charged as 
drawer is written by someone other than that person 
himself, the check is known as 
(l) a transferred check 
(2) a forged check 
( 3) a bank cheek 
(4) a signed check 
____ A bank which loans money for a short period of 
time is known as 
(l) an investment bank 
( 2) a trust company 
( 3) a savings bank 
( 4) a commercial bank 
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21. The amount of a check should be written in words 
22. 
as well as figures in order to 
(1) prevent payment to the wrong person 
(2) prevent transfer of the check 
(3) insure against payment of an incorrect amount 
{4) show a record of the balance in the account 
--
The first signature on the back of a check is 
always that of the 
(l) payee 
(2) drawer 
(3) bank which cashes the check· 
(4) holaer of the cheek 
!Sestol') Onffer*i ty 
~e~ool Of au~~a~iCE 
Li,br•lrY 
i 
I 
23. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I ?4. 
i 
____ That whieh serves as a promise to later holders 
of a check that it will be paid is called 
{l) an indorsement 
(2) a forgery 
(3) a signature 
(4) an order 
____ A check can be cashed by any holder if 
(1) it has a full indorsement 
(2) it has a blank indorsement 
(3) it has a restrictive indorsement 
(4) it has no indorsement 
~5. In order to eash a check, it is unnecessary to 
I 
i g0 to the bank on which the check was drawn. This 
I 
I convenience exists because 
( 1) there are a large number of banks operating 
(2) there are many different types of checks in 
circulation 
(3) the clearing system is in operation 
( 4) the re:putatien of the drawer is always lmown 
I 
I 
'26. When a check is indorsed in full, certain words 
are written before the signature of the indorser. 
These words are 
~ (1) ~For deposit only~ 
(2) just the name of the :person receiving the check 
{3) w.Pay to the order of ~ 
( 4) "Pay to _ only" 
- .. 
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27. _ If the ba.Il.!i .. statement received by the depositor 
does not show the amount of ehecks paid by the bank 
during ~he month, 
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(1} the balance in the depositor's checkbook will be 
greater than the actual balance 
(2) the balance ·on the bank statement will be less 
than the actual balance 
(3) the balanee in the depositor's checkbook will be 
less than the actual balance 
(4) the balance on the bank statement will be greater 
than the actual balance 
28. If you send a :postal money order to your cousin 
- .. 
in Chicago, 
(1) your cousin may transfer it to someone who 
ea8hes it in Los Angeles 
(2} your cousin must cash it in Chieago 
( 3) only your cousin can cash it, but he may cash 
it anywhere 
(4) your eousin may transfer it, but it must be 
eashed in a :post offiee 
29. ____ You send a registered letter to someone in New 
York, the contents of whieh are valued at $3,500. If 
4l- the letter is lost en route, 
{ 1) you suffer a total loss 
(2) you recover one-half of the value from the post 
office 
.~ /.' 
(3) you recover $1,000 rrom the post orriee 
(4) you recover the entire $3,500 rrom the post 
orrice 
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30. _ The rollowing is a list o:r :four means o:r sending 
payments. The one which is ~ like the other three is 
(1) a register check 
{ 2) an express money order 
( 3} a bank drart 
( 4) a certiried check 
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CHAPTER V 
ACCUMULATING SAVINGS 
General S'tatement of the Unit 
Most people today must provide for the future. 
Those people who appreciate the importance of developing 
the habit of saving early in life are better equipped for 
success in providing for the needs and wants of the 
future. In addition, understanding the elementary 
principles involved in investing money wisely is 
important to those who make plans for future security. 
Delimitation of the Unit 
Planning a Savings Program 
1. Savings are needed for many purposes, such as: 
a. Buying thing;?: that are wanted 
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b. Taking advantage of opportunities that otherwise 
would be lost 
c. Building a reserve fund for use in case of 
s~ckness, old age, or death of a person who has 
dependents 
2. Savings should be invested carefully. There is no 
gain in saving money if a person invests it carelessly. 
3. A greater degree of safety is needed for the man who 
has only a small amount of money for investment than 
for the man who has many different investments. 
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4. A good investment should not only be safe, but it 
should offer a satisfactory rate of return. Therefore, 
the amount of income an investment will earn should 
always be considered. 
5. Ordinarily, the higher the rate o:r interest offered 
by an investment, the greater the risk of loss. The 
test of a good investment is whether or not it combines 
safety with a fair return. 
6. When an investment can be turned into money readily, 
it is said to be liquid. This feature of an investment 
is desirable, for one frequently needs money to take 
eare of immediate needs. 
7. savings should be invested as rapidly as possible, 
for savings that are not invested do not earn interest 
and thus do not increase in amount. 
a. Post offices, savings banks, and building and loan 
associations are institutions that enable a person 
to invest his funds as soon as they have been saved. 
Savings Accounts 
9. Mutual savings banks are owned by their depositors 
whereas most other banks are owned by those who operate 
them. They also differ from other banks in the 
following ways: 
a. 
b. 
Mutual savings banks accept savings accounts 
only and do not accept checking accounts. 
They orfer no rixed rate of interest. 
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c. They return their earnings to the depositors in 
the form of dividends rather than interest. 
10. Deposits in mutual savings banks are safe because 
these banks are very carefully managed and very 
limited by law as to the types of investments they 
can make with these deposits. 
11. There are a nUillber of features that make savings 
accounts in banks attractive to investors of small 
amounts. .Among the mest important are: 
a. small deposits are accepted. 
b. A great degree of safety is assured. 
c. Deposits can be withdrawn at any time that 
they are needed. 
12. Building and loan associations are conducted: 
a. To assist investors in saving and investing 
b. To make it easier for individuals to borrow 
~· funds for use in building or buying homes. · 
13. Credit unions are co-operative associations organized 
to serve specific groups. These credit unions offer 
savings eredi t plans to the members of the particular 
groups for which these associations were organized. 
Governmental Aids in Saving 
14. Our post offices are like savings banks in that they 
accept deposits on which they pay interest. 
15. The advantages o:f postal savings are as follows: 
a. Postal savings are entirely safe. 
b. The depositor can get his money at any time 
that he may need it. 
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16. Investment in United States savings bonds is a popular 
means of investing funds. A savings bond purchaser 
really lends his money to the Federal Government; 
in exchange he receives a printed promise to pay that 
is known as a bond. 
1?. The value of United States savings bonds gradually 
increases from the issue price to the maturity value. 
The difference between the issue price and the 
redemption value at any time is the interest that has 
been earned on the investment. 
18. United States savings bonds have these advantages: 
a. United States savings bonds are as safe as any 
investment can be. 
b. 
c. 
They earn a reasonable rate of' return. 
The money invested in a bond is available 
at any·time after sixty days. 
19. The disadvantages of United States savings bonds are: 
a. United States savings bonds are not a use:ful 
means of regularly investing small sums such 
as one or two dollars a week. 
b. As the .interest rate is low the first few 
years, they are not a desirable form of 
investment for a person who is saving money 
for a short period of time for a special 
purpose. 
Life Insurance 
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20. Life insurance may provide for savings as well as the 
sharing of risks. 
21. Term life insurance provides protection against risk 
and nothing else. Therefore, there is no savings 
element in this type of life insurance •. 
22. Although offered primarily for protection, ordinary 
life insurance has a small savings feature in that 
this type of life insurance has a cash surrender 
value. 
23. The cash surrender value is the amount that will be 
paid in cash if the insured surrenders the policy to 
the insurance company after it has been carried for 
a few years. As this value increases from year to 
year, an ordinary life insurance policy is a means 
of accumulating savings that can be obtained if 
needed. 
24. The savings element is large in the following types 
of life insurance: 
a. Limited-payment life insurance is written 
f0r different periods of time, such as 20 
years (called 20-paymerrt life policies) or 
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30 years (called 30-payment life policies). 
Premiums are paid only for that limited period 
for which the policy was written. 
b. Endowment life insurance is written for different 
periods, such as ten years (called ten-year 
endowments) or 20 years (called 20-year 
endowments). Premiums are paid only :ror that 
limited period for which the policy was written. 
25. The face value of an endowment life insurance policy 
is payable to the beneficiary when the insured dies 
or when the policy matures if the insured is still 
living at the time the policy matures. In other 
types of life insurance the :race of the policy is 
payable only on the death o:f the insured • 
. -
26. Limited-payment life policies have large savings 
:reatures because: 
a. Atter the end of a :fixed period of time no 
further :premiums are paid. 
b. The cash surrender value is greater than that 
of an ordinary life policy. 
27. Endowment life insurance provides a greater cash 
surrender value than any other type of life insurance. 
An endowment policy, in which the full face value of 
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the policy is paid to the insured at the end of a 
relatively short period, is as much a means of saving 
as a means of dividing risks. 
28. A participating insurance policy is one by which the 
insured shares in the profits of the insurance 
company. This sharing is in the form of dividends 
which are distributed at tbe end of the year to holders 
of participating policies. 
29. Dividends received under a participating insurance 
policy may be: 
a. Withdrawn by the insured 
b. Deducted from future premiums 
e. Left with the company to earn interest. 
30. As an investment life insurance has several advantages. 
a. Interest accumulations on amounts invested with 
insurance companies are usually reasonable. 
b. The investment is relatively safe, as it is 
seldom that insurance companies are not able 
to pay their obligations in full. 
c. The cash surrender value increases steadily and 
is available at any time it is needed. 
d. An investment in life insurance provides a means 
of saving regularly and therefore aids the 
policyholder in keeping to a regular savings 
program. 
e. The investment provides a means of saving 
at the same time that risk is being covered. 
r. The investment provides a means whereby a 
policyholder can borrow money rrom the 
insurance company. The am.ount that can be 
borrowed is limited to the policyholder's 
equity or ownership in the policy, and this 
equity is determined by the cash surrender 
value of the policy at the time the request 
ror the loan is made. 
31. Industrial life insurance, which is usually issued 
in amounts of $500 or less, is a type of insurance 
available to wage earners. The policyholder has the 
option of several kinds of policies, and premiums 
are usually collected weekly. 
32. The cost of industrial life insurance is relatively 
high for the benefits obtained, largely because or 
the cost of collecting the weekly premiums. 
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33. .An annuity policy is rrequently purchased in addition 
to life insurance. When an annuity is purchased, a 
definite sum is paid to the insurance company; and 
the company agrees to pay the insured a periodic 
income for the rest of his lire. 
34. Be cause the insurance company promises to pay an 
income only during the lifetime of the person buying 
the annuity, the company can arford to pay a larger 
amount than the interest the money would earn if it 
were deposited in a savings bank or some similar 
institution. 
Investing in a Home 
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35. Investing in a home is usually the largest single 
investment that a family ever makes. For this reason 
it is important to study the :problems connected with 
such an investment. 
36. In addition to the original :purchase price, the cost 
of owning a home includes: 
3'7. 
a. Taxes - local :property taxes based on the 
assessed valuation of the :property 
b. Insurance - cost of :protection against loss 
due to fire and other mishaps 
c. Upkeep - expenses of maintaining the :property 
in good condition 
d. Depreciation - decrease in value caused by 
wear and time 
e. Interest - cost of borrowing money to help 
pay for the home 
The cost of renting a home may be as great as buying 
one. Aside from the eost of buying or renting, there 
are advantages in each p~an. The advantages of renting 
are: 
a. A family is free to move at almost any time, 
and the family can move with comparatively 
.e 
little expense. 
b. It is easier to keep funds available for 
immediate use whenever such funds are needed. 
38. Aside from the cost of buying or renting a home, the 
advantages of owning a home are: 
a. A f'amily can change the property in any 
way desired. 
b. Owning a home :provides a sense of security 
because there is ordinarily no danger of 
having to move. 
c. Something of value is owned. 
39. An investment of any kind involves risk of' loss. 
When buying a home, the dangers include: 
. a. The p0ssibility of overestimating the value 
of the property 
b. The possibility of a decrease in :property 
values in general 
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c. The :possibility of a decrease in value because 
of the manner of town or city growth 
40. The dangers involved when buying a home can be 
decreased by a very careful examination of the :pro:perty 
and by a careful comparison of the :property with other 
properties available for sale. 
Other Type,s of' Investments 
41. There are other means of investing money, the more 
popular or which include: 
. a. Bonds or state and city governments - the 
means by which state and city governments 
borrow money to rinance public projects 
b. Bonds of business organizations - the means 
by which private enterprises borrow money 
in order to carry out some large project 
c.. Stocks - shares in the ownership of a 
corporation, the capital of which is divided 
inte~capital stock 
42. A stock certificate is evidence of part ownership of 
a corporation to the extent of the fraction that the 
number or shares shown on the certificate is of the 
entire issue of shares of stock. 
Probable Indirect and Incidental Learning Products 
1. Tendency to compare previous ideas of planning for 
the ruture with the concepts deve~oped in this unit 
2. Tendency to·lnvestigate local opportunities for 
accumulating savings 
3. Appreciation or the role of business enterprise in 
the development of savings programs 
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Introductory Activities 
1. Present before the class an actual savings passbook 
and government savings bond. Ask the roll oWing 
questions concerning these items: 
a. What class or :people would have use ror a 
savings account in a bank? a government 
savings bond? 
b. Why do :people :put money into a savings 
account? a government savings bond? 
e. How can savings a:ffect our ruture? 
d. What does the interest on the savings bond 
represent to the owner or the bond? 
2. Give an introductory talk on a~cumulating savings, 
emphasizing the rollowing points: 
3. 
a. What connection the students in the room have 
' 
with the need for saving 
b. Why a savings :program should be :planned 
c. How savings are related to insurance 
d. What institutions assist :people in making 
investments 
Hand out the study and activity guide with the 
rollowing introduction: 
The following activities are given in connection 
with the study or accumulating savings. The study or 
this unit will extend over the next three weeks. 
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Complete as many of the core activities as you cant 
and you may do any number of tbe optional related 
activities. You may do these activities individually 
or in groups of two, three, or four. Remember, the 
more activities you do, the more valuable the work 
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~ will be to you. 
1. 
2. 
The coded numbers given with some of the actlvities 
represent the title and page numbers of a source of 
information. For instance, 2: 140 ref'ers to :page:?-140 
of number 2 in the list of' pupil-ref'erenees located 
on the last page of the activities. 
ean you think of' any other activities or projects 
which you would like to do? Feel f'ree at any time to 
of'fer any suggestions that would be helpful. 
Core Activities 
Harold Hanson has $500 that he wishes to invest. 
some of' the diff'erent types of investments which Harold 
might consider, and compare the possible returns on 
each type of investment. 
After having saved for several years, Mr. Webster 
accumulated $1,000. He lent this amount to a f'riend 
who later was unable to pay any interest or to repay 
the loan. Was Mr. Webster as well of'f' as if' he had 
made no eff'ort to save? What was the mistake that he 
' \ 
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made? 
3. Does the high school student have the same reasons 
that the head of a family has for planning a savings 
program? Name three reasons that each might have • 
4. Have you ever placed money in a school bank? Describe 
the operation of a school bank. (2: 140} 
5. What form is made out when a depositor is without 
his passbook and wishes to make a deposit in his 
savings account? ( 2: 143-4) 
6. What is the chief disadvantage of making deposits in 
savings accounts in commercial banks? What is the 
reason for this? (1: 292) 
7. How quickly do savings accounts grow? Consult the 
table in 2: 142 and determine the amount to which 
weekly deposits of $1 will grow in three years with 
interest at 2i per cent, compounded annually. 
8. Have you ever used a savings passbook? If so, what 
is the name of the columns in the passbook, and what 
is the purpose of each column? (2: 143-4) 
9. Why have mutual savings banks found it unnecessary to 
have their deposits insured through the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation? (1: 294) 
e 10. Why are savings necessary for a person even though he 
,,, 
is protected by insurance? (1: 282) , 
11. What agency gives a building and loan association the 
privilege of carrying on its business activities? {4: 182) 
12. From what sources do building and loan associations 
derive their profits? (4: 183) 
13. How does a person become a member of a building and 
loan association? (2: 144) 
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14. "An investment should meet the needs of the investor." 
What is meant by this statement? (2: 138} 
15. Why should an investor try to accumulate his savings 
regularly? (1: 285} 
16. If you were going to invest in some business enterprise, 
what important points should you first investigate? 
{4: 1S9) 
17. How much should a young man or woman, not liviag at 
home, earn a month in order to own a small automobile? 
State reason~ for your answer. 
18. List five good principles to follow when investing 
money. Name some important points of advice given 
by a former great Secretary of the Treasury of the 
United States. (2: 136} 
19. Have you ever thought that some day you might like to 
invest in a business or your own? List some factors 
that must be considered in making such an investment. 
( 3: 320) 
20. Why is the ease with which an investment may be sold 
one or the chief tests of a good investment? (4: l89) 
21. How long must money remain on deposit in a postal 
savings bank before interest will be paid on it? 
( 3: 321) 
22, ¥lliy are postal savings safe? (1: 301) 
23. When money is deposited in a postal savings bank, 
what is used in place of a bankbook? (3: 321) 
24. What is meant by the redemption value of a United 
States savings bond? Consult the table in 1:303. 
and find the redemption value seven years after the 
issue date of a bond that was issued for $37.50. 
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25. What is a stock exchange? Where is the largest one 
in the United States? How does an investor buy from 
a stock exchange? (3: 311-12) 
26. What is meant by listing a stock on a stock exchange? 
(2: 152) Consult the financial page of one daily 
newspaper and find out how many kinds of stocks are 
listed by the New York Stock Exchange on that 
particular day. 
27. What is the difference between common and preferred 
stock? What special privileges do owners of 
preferred stock have? (3: 316) 
28. Would you as an investor prefer common or pref'erred 
stock? Why? 
29. How are people protected from putting money into 
worthless investments? Name an important act passed 
by Congress f'or this purpose. (3: 318} 
30. How much should a person spend for a home? What does 
the Federal Housing Administration say concerning 
the amount those in various income groups can afford 
to invest in a home? (3: 328) 
31. What is meant by financing the purchase of a home? 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of a 
mortgage? (3:320) 
32. Do low-income families in rural districts faee the 
same problems concerning housing conditions as the 
low-income families in the city? Can you name some 
of the problems which these two groups must face? 
(3: 324) 
33. How does home ownership help to promete better 
citizenship? (3: 319) 
34. How does investing in insurance help a person in 
keeping to a regular savings program? (1: 326} 
35. On what are life insurance rates eased? Why are 
some applications for life insurance not accepted? 
(4: 19'7) 
36. · How is term life insurance similar to property 
insurance? (1: 310) 
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3?. Same life insurance policies contain disability 
clauses. What is the advantage in having such clauses 
in the policies? (4: 199} 
38. The savings features are more important in some 
policies than in others. List the following types of 
policies in the order of the importance of their 
savings features: (a) limited-payment life policy; 
(b) endowment policy; (c) ordinary life policy; (d) 
term policy. 
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39. What happens if a person intentionally makes false 
statements concerning his health or age when he applies 
for life insurance? (4: l99) 
· 40. How can a person who has an ordinary life insurance 
policy obtain money from the insurance company without 
giving up his policy? (l: 315} 
I j 
Optional Related Activities 
l. "Regardless of his income, the first investment a 
young person should make is tbe purchase of life 
insurance." Do you agree with this statement? Why 
or why not? Volunteer to serve on a panel to discuss 
your views on this statement. 
2. Volunteer to serve on a committee which will discuss 
3. 
4. 
the problems that an individual would face if he planned 
to build a home. 
Make a chart showing how the redemption value of a j . 
United states savings bond, issue price $75, increases 
each year from the date of issue to the maturity date. 
Consult l: 303 for a table of redemption values. jJ 
P:repare an e:xhibi t of newspaper clippings dealing with 
savings and investments. 
5. Draw a picture of a stock certificate and indicate 
I 
6. 
. 
7. 
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all of the essential facts that appear on the face 
of the certificate. Refer to 3: 315 for an illustra-
tton of a stock certificate. 
"Adequate hou~ing today is not within the reach·of 
the lower~income groups." Do you agree with this 
statement? Write a short report giving reasons for 
your views. 
Volunteer to serve on a bulletin-board-and-exhibit 
committee. Consult your teacher concerning the duties 
of this committee. 
s. Does a t.amily that pays rent have. any_ob1igations 
concerning the property it occupies? What are the 
duties of the landlord? Prepare a list of the duties 
and obligations of each. Consult 3: 338-9 for details. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Talk with a prominent businessman in the community I 
and be prepared to report what he thinks about stocks 
as an investment. 
Volunteer to take part in a spelling bee dealing with J· 
the vocabulary of savings and investments • · I 
What commercial banks in your community have savings 
departments? What rate of interest does each bank 
pay? 
12. Serve on a committee that will report to the class on 
the different kinds of Christmas fund plans offered 
by banks in your comml;lD.i ty. 
13. Make a report to the class on how an insurance company 
/ 
makes a profit.~ 
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14. . I Is there a building and loan association in your 1 w 
community? If so, obtain some of its literature and 
post it on the bulletin board. 
15. Show the class how the Schedule o~ Payments and 
Interest for a Rome OWner in 2: 146 would look ror 
the entire year. 
16• Volunteer to serve on a committee which will outline a 
plan for investing $10,000, which represent~ all the 
money that a middle-aged couple has saved. 
1?. Explain to the class why the United States Government 
can borrow money at a low rate of interest whereas 
other countries have to pay higher rates. 
18. Find out whether there are credit unions in your 
19. 
community. If there are, what rates or interest do 
they pay to their depositors? 
Assume that you wish to buy a United states savings 
bond. Where in your community might you arrange ror 
the purchase of the bond? 
20. Harold Bennett wishes to obtain life insurance as 
chea:ply as :possible. Tell the elass under what 
circumstances you would recommend that he take out a 
term insurance :policy. 
21. Volunteer to serve in a eontest in arithmetic. The 
/ 
v 
contest will be concerned with finding redemption 
values of United states savings bonds according to the 
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table in 1: 303. 
22. Volunteer to summarize and present to the class in 
any suitable way the answers to questions 1, 2, 4, 5, 
and 8 in the ttaeading Cheek List« in 1: 306-7. 
23. List on the bulletin board the names of magazines 
and periodicals that deal with investments. 
-Y~ 
Be sure to 
list the type of investment with which each magazine or 
periodical is concerned. 
24. Draw a ehart showing how the eost of owning a home is 
25. 
increased by all the expenses that must be paid in 
connection with owning the home. 
Read an article in some magazine or periodical dealing ~­
with investments and make a report to the class on the 
article. 
26. If you have ever opened an account in a savings bank, 
27. 
tell the class how you went about opening the account./ 
Volunteer to serve on a panel to discuss the r . 
t 
similarities in and differences between the limited-
payment life insurance policy and the ordinary life 
policy. 
28. Draw a chart or cartoon concerning some phase of 
accumulating savings and be prepared to explain it to 
the class. 
29. Write a report on the factors that influence the amount 
charged for insurance on a house. -" 
You may have some other idea that you wish to develop ~ 30. 
as an individual task; jot it down and ask the 
teacher's approval to go ahead. 
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EliMINATION 
PART I 
DIRECTIONS: Read each statement carefully. If you think 
the statement is true, place the letter T in the parentheses 
( }, at the right of the statement. If you think it is 
false, place the letter F in the p.arentheses. Remember, if 
any part of the statement is false, the statement as a 
whole is false. 
EXAMPLE: Most people today need to provide for the 
future. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • • (T) 
1. Savings help to buy the things that we want ••••• ( ) 
2. The savings of a person who becomes siek will not help 
provide for the needs of the person's dependents ••• ( ) 
3. Oare should be used when investing savings •••••• ( ) 
4. A greater degree of safety is needed for the man who 
has only a small amount of money for investllEnt than 
for the man who has many diffe~ent investments •••• { ) 
5. When seeking a good investment, one need not consider 
the rate of return that an investment offers ••••• ( ) 
6. If'. an investment of'f'ers a high rate of interest, this 
means that investors believe that the investment 
involves considerable risk of loss •• • • $ • • • . . ( ) 
7. An investment is good if' it combines saf'ety with a 
f'air return. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
. -
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8. It is not desirable that an investment be li~uid. • ) 
9. Savings that are not invested do not earn interest. ( ) 
10. A savings bank is an institution that enables a person 
to invest his funds as soon as they have been saved.( ) 
11. One of the differences between a mutual savings bank 
and other banks is the fact that a mutual savings 
bank offers a fixed rate of interest. 
• • • • • • . { ) 
12. A mutual savings bank acce]?ts savings accounts only. ( 
13. Mutual savings banks are not limited by law as to the 
types of investments they .can make with the money 
i de]?osited. • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ( ) 
14. Savings accounts in banks are not attractive to small 
investors because large deposits only are accepted. ( ) 
15. Building and loan associations assist investors in 
saving and investing. • • • 
• e • • • • • • ·• • . . ( ) 
16. A credit union is organized to J?rotect the rights of 
workers in a certain occu]?ation. • • • • • • • . . . ( ) 
17. One disadvantage of J?Ostal savings is the fact that 
they are not entirely safe •••••• • • . . . . . ( ) 
18. A deJ?OSitor must wait ninety days before withdrawing 
money he has deposited in a postal savings account. ( ) 
19. A person who buys a United states savings bond really 
borrows money from the Federal Government •••••• ( ) 
20. The issue price and the redemption val~}>f -l United 
States savings bond may be the same ••••••••• ( ) 
21. A ·united states Savings bond is as safe as any 
investment can be •••••• . . . . . . . . . . . 
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. ( ) 
22. A United States savings bond is a desirable ~orm o~ 
investment ~or the person who is saving money ~or a 
short period of time ••••• e •••••••••• ( 
23. Life insurance can be considered a form of savings. ( 
24. Term life insurance is offered primarily for 
protection. • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) 
25. Life insurance provides a means o~ saving at the 
same time risk is being covered. • • • • • • • • • . ( ) 
26. Ordinary life insurance provides a larger savings 
element than that provided by term insurance •••• ( ) 
27. Limited-payment life insurance is another name for 
endowment life insurance •• 
• • • • • • • • • • . . . ( 
28. Endowment life insurance is an example of insurance 
that is offered primarily for protection. • • • . . ( ) 
29. A policyholder who shares in the profits of the 
insurance company receives his share in the form of 
dividends. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
30. Dividends have no effect on the net cost of 
insurance ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . ( ) 
31. The cash surrender value of a life insurance policy 
remains the same throughout the entire l~ngth of time 
the policy is in force ••••••••••••••• ( ) 
32. Life insurance aids a policyholder in keeping to a 
regular savings program ••••••••••••••• ( ) 
33. Life insurance is a relatively safe investment, as 
·e 
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it is seldom that insurance companies are not able 
to pay their obligations in rull. • • • • • • • • • { } 
34. The cost of industrial insurance is low in relation 
to the benefits obtained because this type of 
insurance is usually issued in amounts of $5,000 
or more ••• • • • • • • • • • • -e • e • • • • • . . ( ) 
35. Annuities usually pay a greater rate of return than 
do deposits in a savings bank •••••••••••• ( ) 
36. Investing in a home is usually the largest single 
investment that a family ever makes •• • • • • • • 
3?. One advantage of renting a home is the fact that it 
is easier to keep funds available for immediate use 
whenever funds are needed. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
38. OWning a home tends to weaken a person's sense of 
. ( ) 
. ( ) 
security •• • • • • . ·- . . . • • • • • • • • • • . ( ) 
39. If a person overestimates the value of property when 
he buys it (and pays for the property according to 
this estimate) , this will be an advantage to him if' 
property values decrease;;. • • • • • .. • • • • • ( 
40.. If property values increase, the risk of loss to a 
property owner also increases •••••••••••• ( ) 
41.. When buying a home, a careful examinaticm and 
comparison of the property with other properties 
available for sale will help to reduce the danger 
or loss. • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) . 
42. A state government makes a profit by selling bonds. { ·) 
43. Private business organizations have the same general 
purpose for issuing bonds as that of a state or 
. " 
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city government. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ) 
44. Stocks and bonds are alike because in both cases the 
investor lends money ••••• • • • $ .. •· . . . . ( ) 
45. The number of shares shown on a stock certificate 
is important only in relation to the total number of 
shares issued by a corporation. • • • • • • • • • • ( 
PART II 
DIRECTIONS: Read each definition in Column I. Then 
select from Column II the term defined and write the 
number of the term on the dotted line in front of the 
definition. The answer to the example is 5, so 5 is 
written on the dotted line. 
Column I (Definition) 
• ~. EXAMPLE: F;ersons whose needs 
are taken care of by the 
head of the family 
••• 1. 
Column II (Term) 
1. .Annuity 
2.. Assessed 
valuation 
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Financial institution which 
accepts savings accounts only 3. Building and 
loan association 
••• 2. Cash value of a United 
States savings bond at any 
time between the issue date 
and the date it becomes due 
••• 3. Institution which makes it 
easier to borrow funds for 
use in building or buying 
homes 
••• 4. .Amount paid in cash to an 
insured person who 
surrenders his policy to 
the insurance company 
••• 5 • .Amount of income an 
investment will earn in 
relation to the amount 
invested 
••• 6. Means by which the insured 
shares in the profits of 
the insurance company 
••• ?. Cost of protection against 
loss due to fire and other 
mishaps involved in owning 
a home 
4. Cash surrender 
value 
5. Dependents 
6. ·Depreciation 
?. Endowment life 
insurance 
8. Insurance 
9. Maturity value 
10. Mutual savings 
bank 
11. Participating 
insurance policy 
12. Rate of return 
13. Redemption value 
14. Risk of loss 
15. stock 
PART II (Continued) 
Column I (Definition) 
••• 8. Written promise to pay by 
the Federal Government 
••• 9. Possibility of a decrease 
in the value of an 
investment 
••• 10. Value of property for 
taxation purposes 
••• 11. Shares in the ownership 
of a corporation 
.. , ... 12.. Protection which is as 
much a means of saving 
as a means of dividing 
risk 
••• 13. Investment which provides 
a periodic income for the 
remainder of the investor's 
life 
••• 14. Decrease in the value o~ 
property caused by wear and 
the passing of time 
Column II (Term) 
16. Taxes 
l?. Term insurance 
18. United states 
savings bond 
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P.ARTIIT 
DIRECTIONS: Read each definition in Column I. Then 
select from Column II the term defined and write the 
number of the term on the dotted line in front of the 
definition. The answer to the example is 8, so 8 is 
written on the dotted line. 
Column I (Definition} 
.e. EXAMPLE: Persons who deposit 
money in a bank in order to 
receive a return on the 
money 
••• 1. Co-operative association 
organized to serve a 
specific group 
••• 2. Type of life insurance in 
which the savings element 
is small 
••• 3. Any investment which can be 
turned into cash readily 
••• 4. Person to whom the face of 
a policy is paid on the 
death of the insured 
Column IT (Term) 
1. Beneficiary 
2. Bonds 
3. Credit union 
4. Depreciation 
5.. Dividends 
6. Industrial 
insurance 
7. Interest 
8. Investors 
9. Limited-payment 
life insurance 
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••• 5. Profits which are 
distributed by an insurance 
company to policyholders 
10. Liquid investment 
••• 6. Type of life insurance 
which has no cash 
surrender value 
••• 7. Type of life insurance 
for which premiums are 
usual~y collected weekly 
• • • 8. Expenses of maintaining 
property in good condition 
11. Maturity value 
12. Mutual savings 
bank 
13. Ordinary life 
insurance 
14. Risk of loss 
15. Stock certificate 
~ 
: __ \ 
PART III (Continued) 
Column I (De~inition) 
••• 9. Value of a savings bond on 
the date the ~ace value 
becomes due 
••• 10. Means by whieh a private 
enterprise borrows money 
••• 11. · Li~e insurance whieh is 
payable at any time the 
insured dies though 
premiums are paid for a 
limited time only 
••• 12. Evidence of part ownership 
o~ a corporation 
••• 13. Charges made on property 
owners by the local 
government, based on the 
assessed valuation o~ the 
property 
••• 14. Cost of borrowing money 
to pay ~or a home 
Column II (Term) 
16. Taxes 
1 '?. Term insurance 
18. Upkeep 
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• 
~ tt':! 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
'7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
1~l'" 
13. 
14. 
15. 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
16. 
F 1'7. 
18. 
19. 
F 20. 
21. 
22. 
F 23. 
24. 
25. 
F 26. 
27. 
F 28. 
F 29. 
30. 
KEY TO EXAMINATION 
PART I 
F 31. F 
F 32. T 
F 33. T 
F 34. F 
T 35. T 
T 36. T 
F 37. T 
T 38. F-
T 39. F 
T 40. F 
T 41. T 
F 42. F 
F 43. T 
T 44. F 
F 45. T 
- ' 
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P:ART II 
1. 10 8. 18 
2. 13 9. 14 
3. 3 10. 2 
4. 4 11. 15 
5. 12 12. '7 
6. 11 13. 1 
'7. 8 14. 6 
:P'ART III 
1. 3 8. 18 
2. 13 9. 11 
3. 10 10. 2 
4. 1 11. 9 
5. 5 12. 15 
6. 17 13. 16 
'7. . 6 14. 7 
~-',' ~· 1 """-· / / 
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